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Child Support Guidelines Vary Widely State to State
September 26th, 2018

Where you live could dramatically affect how much child support you pay or receive, according to a recent article in Forbes. The difference could be as
much as 3.5 times as much, accounting for typical income levels in the state … Read More…
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How Do I Get Reimbursed for ‘Unreimbursed’ Medical Expenses?
March 24th, 2017

Have you incurred out of pocket medical expenses for your child or children? Is that child or are those children subject to a child support order? If you
answered yes to both of these questions, be aware that the other … Read More…
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Why am I Paying for Daycare in the Summer? Better Check Your Support Order
June 19th, 2015

Most people who find themselves subject to a support order learn quickly that child support is based on two primary factors: what are the parties’
respective incomes or earning capacities and who exercises custody of the children? Since the courts … Read More…
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So, Sue Me – Can My Child File Suit For Support?
April 29th, 2014

By now, the story of a young woman in New Jersey suing her parents for private high school tuition and a stipend of $650 per week is old news. But,
parents across the country have taken notice, wondering if the … Read More…
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But When My Cousin Got Divorced
November 19th, 2013

Clients often compare their divorce to the divorce of a relative, friend or even unknown parties discussed in an article found online. Comparing one
matrimonial matter to another person’s case can often lead to unrealistic expectations. Each domestic matter is … Read More…
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A Wise Man Once Said…
September 3rd, 2013

People in amicable divorce situations often make decisions to save money and prepare divorce, support and custody documents without the benefit of
legal counsel. These parties, however, can be “penny wise and pound foolish.” There is an old adage that … Read More…
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Divorce Decision: Should I Stay or Should I Go
April 3rd, 2013

A close friend of mine has been contemplating a divorce for almost as long as I have known her. She and her husband have two beautiful, smart and
talented children. They are financially secure, live in a large home in … Read More…
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